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GEOGRAPH APPOINTED ESRI GOLD PARTNER 

Esri Partner Network 
 

EASLEY, SC – December 6, 2022 – GEOGRAPH Technologies, 
LLC, a South Carolina based geographic information system 
(GIS) software provider, has recently been designated as a 
Gold Partner within the Esri Partner Network.  Esri, a global 
market leader in GIS software, location intelligence, and 
mapping, and GEOGRAPH have been affiliated since 
GEOGRAPH’s founding in 2018.  GEOGRAPH was previously a 
Silver Partner. 
 
GEOGRAPH’s CrescentLink Desktop and Web Experience 
software, are both extensions on the Esri ArcGIS system.  The 
software provides broadband network providers, electric 

cooperatives, and other companies with fiber optic networks, a framework to better manage their 
fiber maps and to assist in improving return on investment of fiber assets.   
 
Bruce Smith, GEOGRAPH Co-Founder and CEO states “We are proud to have earned Esri Gold Partner 
level within the Esri Partner Network.  Esri’s focus on Web based GIS increases the ability for 
businesses of all kinds to access and share data that can be utilized to improve performance and 
results”.    
 
Randall Rene, Esri Telecommunications & Cable Industry Solutions Specialist stated “We at Esri are 
excited to be a part of GEOGRAPH’s journey as they continually provide outstanding resources 
designed to bridge the digital divide and improve technical workflows.  GEOGRAPH’s commitment to 
providing modern Web GIS solutions, coupled with a dedicated customer service team, has proven 
success and we see great value in increasing our partnership level to Gold.” 
 

### 
 
About GEOGRAPH 

GEOGRAPH Technologies, LLC, a premium GIS software supplier helps clients better manage their 
fiber, copper and coax networks.  The company helps organizations make smarter and faster network 
management decisions.  In addition to software products, GEOGRAPH offers a range of services 
including; GIS Consulting, Data Migration, Network Planning & Design, Training & Support, and 
Remote GIS Management.  For more information, visit www.GEOGRAPH.Tech 
 
 

Pictured in the photo: 

Bruce Smith, Co-Founder and CEO (left) and DJ Henrique, Co-Founder and Director of Professional 
Services (right). 
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